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Abstract. In this paper we study a one-dimensional dynamic model of dry friction
with slip velocity dependent coefficient. In many cases, this model has more than one
solution. We introduce a perturbed friction condition which allows us to regain the
uniqueness of the solution. We show that the perturbed problem's solutions pointwise
converge to a particular solution of the initial problem when the perturbation parameter
tends to zero. The singular perturbation approach provides the analysis of a criterion
used to select a solution of the problem, and suggests a method to study more elaborated
dry friction problems.

1. Introduction. Models with dry friction and slip velocity dependent friction coef-
ficient, especially when this coefficient has a decreasing part, were introduced to take into
account stick-slip vibrations. Those vibrations are self-sustained oscillations induced by
dry friction of elastic structures. They occur in engineering and geophysical systems as
well as in everyday life. Because of the large number of factors which must be consid-
ered in dry friction processes, there does not exist a universally accepted model of this
phenomenon. The simplest model, introduced by Euler, distinguishes between a static
friction coefficient and a dynamic one. It was extended to a slip velocity dependent
coefficient and studied by several authors on systems with a finite number of degrees of
freedom [8], [9], [5], [12], with also an important application in the analysis of the sliding
of geological faults [2], [1].

Concerning continuous models, very few studies have been made. Here we carry
on the study of a one-dimensional model, which was initiated in [6] and [7]. In many
cases, with such a friction condition, the dynamic system has many solutions. In spite
of this, most of the redundant solutions are unsatisfactory from a mechanical point of
view, in the sense that they do not correspond to an expected behavior of the system.
The approach initiated by [6] and [7] in order to select the acceptable solution, is to
introduce a criterion corresponding to the perfect delay criterion of catastrophe theory.
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An important difference is that this criterion is applied here to a dynamic process even
though it is normally used in the quasi-static framework.

In this paper we introduce a perturbed friction condition. Combining theories of
multi-valued differential equations [3] and singular perturbation of differential equations
[13], we prove that the one-dimensional problem with this perturbed condition has a
unique solution which approaches a particular solution of the initial problem, i.e., that
the sequence of solutions of the perturbed problem converges pointwise to a solution
of the non-perturbed problem. The perfect delay criterion remains qualitative and only
makes sense with sufficiently smooth solutions. We show that when this criterion selects a
unique solution then this is the same as the solution that is approached by the perturbed
problem. This study sheds a new light on the use of the perfect delay criterion in such
dynamical problems. Moreover, such a perturbation approach is likely to be effective in
the analysis of multi-dimensional friction problems (see [10]).

2. Dynamic problem with dry friction. The problem we deal with, because of its
simplicity, allows us to study important properties of elastic systems under dry friction
with slip velocity dependent coefficient. This model is composed of a homogeneous
linear elastic slab, of height H, fixed on its top, which slides with dry friction on a rigid
foundation in uniform motion with a horizontal velocity Ve along the x-axis (see Fig. 1).

elastic slab

H

u(t,z)

z

y

X

Ve

rigid foundation in uniform motion

Fig. 1. Elastic slab sliding, with dry friction, on a rigid foundation
that is in uniform motion Ve along the z-axis

If we only consider the solutions that are constant along the horizontal coordinates,
the displacement u(t, z) along the x-axis is given by the following system of equations:

9tMt,z) - c2d2zzu(t,z) = 0, z € ]0, H[, ie]0,T], (1)

u(t,H) = 0, Gdtu(W) = -Ff, te]0,T\, (2)

where Ff is the friction force, G the shear modulus, c = y/G/p the shear wave velocity
and p the density. The friction force is given by a Coulomb law with slip velocity
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dependent coefficient:

Ff£-Sn{ H)Sgn(vs), (3)

where ij : K+ —> R+ is the friction coefficient, S the contact pressure that is assumed
to be constant, vs = dtu(t, 0) — Ve the slip velocity on the contact boundary and Sgn the
multi-valued sign function defined by

[—1,1] if x = 0,

{r} ,f^a
The problem is completed by the initial conditions:

u(0,z) = u0{z), dtu(0,z) =u1(z), z€[0,H]. (4)

Following Ionescu and Paumier [6] or Leonov and Srinivasan [7], and with the relation
on characteristic lines for t < H/c:

dtu(t, 0) + cdzu(t, 0) = dtu{0, ct) + cdzu(0, ct), (5)

the problem (l)-(4) can be rewritten as a scalar inclusion on the contact boundary:

a(t) € 0{va(t)), (6)

with a and /3 given by

a(t) = — (ui(ci) - Ve(t)) + Gdzu0{ct), (3{v) = — v + Sn(\v\)Sgn(v). (7)
c c

For any coefficient /z, the map (3 is not necessarily strictly monotone, and consequently
does not always have an inverse function.

Remark. The inclusion (6) corresponds to the contact problem only for 0 < t < H/c.
This is not an important limitation, because if the problem is solved for 0 < t < H/c,
then the same analysis can be developed for H/c <t< 2H/c with t = H/c taken as the
initial time. In the following, we consider T < H/c.

3. Nonuniqueness and perfect delay criterion. Let us take an example where
/x reads:

H(v) = nd +(/j,s - , (8)

with /xs > i^d {jis as static coefficient and as dynamic coefficient), and Vcv > (/xs — ̂ d)-
This is a classical form for a slip velocity dependent coefficient, which is often used in
practical models. Then the map /3 is given by :

( {v — 5/i(-u)} if v < 0,
P(p) = S [-S^+STvl if v = 0, (9)

I {u -r S/J,(v)} if V > 0.

With S sufficiently large, f3 has the form shown in Fig. 2 and is not strictly increasing.
Basic properties of (3 (in particular, lim (3{v) = ±oo) make it possible for inclusion

v—»±oc
(6) to always have at least one solution vs for every function a : [0,T] —> M. But
generally, even if the function a is continuous, there are many solutions and all of them
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Fig. 2. The map /3

are discontinuous. This is the case if, for instance, a is increasing from the value 0 to
the value 2S/j,s (see Fig. 2).

When inclusion (6) has many solutions, some of them do not correspond to the me-
chanical behavior we expect from the system. For instance, still with a increasing from
the value 0 to the value 2Sfis, we expect the system not to start sliding before the fric-
tion force reaches the value S/js . For this reason, Ionescu and Paumier gave in [6] the
following criterion in order to select the mechanically acceptable solution:

the system only jumps when it has no other choice. (10)

Independently, Leonov and Srinivasan gave in [7] a criterion thatcan be written as:

at each instant t, we select the solution which minimizes |i>7(£) — ̂ (i)!-1 (11)

The second formulation gives supplementary information on which jump to choose.
This defines a criterion, called the perfect delay criterion in catastrophe theory, which is
normally used in the framework of quasi-static problems.

This analysis gives important information on the behavior of elastic structures under
dry friction when a non-monotone coefficient of friction is used. The solutions of equations
(1) and (2) can be seen as homogeneous motions of a two- or three-dimensional elastic
structure sliding over a rigid foundation (see [10]). The previous analysis implies that,
generally, the solution is not unique for purely elastic dynamic models, and also that the
solutions are very irregular, with the occurrence of velocity shocks.

4. Perturbed friction condition. The aim of this paper is to introduce a perturbed
friction condition which allows us to regain the uniqueness of the solution. Instead of

1 We denote respectively by a+(t) = lim a(r) and a (t) = lim a(r) the right and left limits.
r->t+ r^t~
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the normal friction condition, which reads:

Gdzu(t, 0) € Sn(\vs(t)\)Sga{vs(t)), (12)

we consider the following perturbed friction condition:

£^iVs(t) ~ Gdzu(t, 0) € -Sfi(\v8(t)\)Sgn(vs(t)), (13)

where e can be interpreted as the (small) density of the contact surface. The elastic
friction problem with such a perturbed condition can be rewritten as follows on the
contact boundary thanks to (5):

£-^vs(t) e a(t) - 0(vs(t)), (14)

with a and (3 still given by (7). This is a singular perturbation of inclusion (6). It is

3.5 4 4.5

Fig. 3. Perturbed and perfect delay solutions
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interesting to compare the perturbed problem solution and the solution selected with
the perfect delay criterion. Figure 3 shows this difference in the example given in the
previous section (Eqs. (8), (9)).

One can already see in this figure the close connection between the perfect delay
solution and the perturbed one. In the following we prove a convergence result; the right
graphs in Fig. 3 point out that the convergence cannot be uniform on [0,T].

5. Basic properties of perturbed solutions. We define the following Cauchy
problem associated with the differential inclusion (14):

Find v£ : [0,T] —> R such that

e^vE{t) £ a(t) - (3(v(t)), a.e. on ]0, T], (15)

^(0) = v°,

and we make two elementary assumptions on (3. The first one concerns the regularity of
/?:

Hypothesis 1.
• (3 is upper semi-continuous with compact convex values,
• (— (3) is semi-Lipschitz, i.e., there exists a constant Mp £ M such that

(0{v2) - (3{vi))(vi - v2) < Mp(vi - v2)2, Vvltv2 e E.

A multi-valued map (3 is upper semi-continuous if for all closed sets A C K the set
/3~1(A) is closed (see [3]). If fi : M+ —* IR+ is Lipschitz continuous, those conditions are
obviously satisfied. The second Hypothesis is that (3 is piecewise strictly monotone and
surjective:

Hypothesis 2. There exist N > 0 and 2N pairs (v*,a*)i<j<2N, with < ... <
v\N and

• [v2jv,+oo[, [a2iv,+oo[ ; ] - oo,^*],] - oo,qJ] and [a2i> a2i+i]> 1 < i <
N — 1 strictly increasing branches of /?,

• [v2i~Dv2i]> [a2i-na2i]> ^ ^ strictly decreasing branches of (3,
• lim \(3(v)\ — +oo,

|vj^+oc

where [vi,v2},[at\,a2] is called a strictly increasing (respectively strictly decreasing)
branch of (3 if c*i G (3{V\),a2 e f3(v2),aj < a2 (respectively a\ > a2) and

((3(u) — (3{w)){u — w) > 0 (respectively < 0) , V u,w 6 }v\,v2[, u ^ w.

With Hypotheses 1 and 2, we have (3{K) = K and v >—> (3(v)+Mpv is a maximal monotone
map. Often, the dependence of the friction coefficient // on vs, which is chosen in the
models in the literature, is rather simple and sufficiently smooth, and Hypotheses 1 and
2 are not too restrictive.

The existence and uniqueness of an absolutely continuous solution to problem (15),
with e > 0, a measurable and (3 satisfying Hypothesis 1, is given by a general result on
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semi-Lipschitz differential inclusions, which can be found in [3] for example (moreover,
K. Deimling gives in [3] a simple application of differential inclusions to dry friction).

Let us now give a result on the global behavior of the solution of problem (15).

Proposition 1. With 0 satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2, a G L°°(0, T) and with a given
e > 0, let (t>i,ai) and (v2,at2) be two pairs of values such that

• Qi < a2, vi < v2, ai G (3(vi), Oii G 0{v2),
• v° G [vi,v2],
• a(t) G [01,02], a.e. on [0,T],

Then the solution v£ of problem (15) satisfies

ve(t) g [vi,v2], vte[o,T],

Proof. Let (3 be the following multi-valued map:

{{qi + (v - i>i)} if v < vi,
/3(v) if v € \vuv2},
{a2 + (v - v2)} if v > v2.

Let ve be an absolutely continuous solution of the following Cauchy problem:

£-7;VE(t) £ a(t) ~/3(vs(t)), a.e. on [0,T],
(16)

Ve(to) V°.

Assume that there exists t2 e ]0,T] such that ve{t2) < vi. From the continuity of ve,
there exists ti < t2 such that ve(ti) = vi and ve{t) < vi for ti < t < t2. But on this
interval:

1 fl
v£(t) =v\ + - / (ot(s) - c*i + Vi - ve(s)) ds >vi,

e Jti

a contradiction. Symmetrically, there does not exist t3 € [0, T] such that vE(t3) > v2.
Thus v£{t) G [vi,v2[ for all t G [0,T], and ve is a solution of problem (15) because /3
and (3 are identical on The uniqueness of the solution of problem (15) implies
Ve = Ve. □

Proposition 2. With (3 satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2, a G L°°(0,T) and with a given
£ > 0, the solution ve of problem (15) has the following properties:

(1) j|^£||l°°(o,t) < Mi, where Mi > 0 is a constant independent of e,

(2) !«eGL°°(0,r).

Proof. Let us set

a i = min(ai,essinfa(f),/3(t;0)), a2 = max(a2Af,esssupQ;(i),/3(v0)),
«e[o,n t6[0,T]

vi = min(/3_1(ai)), v2 = max(/3_1(a2)).

Then vi < v2 and Proposition 1 implies

ve(t) e[vi,v2], V t E [0,T].

Properties 1 and 2 are immediate consequences of this result. □
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6. Boundary layer at t = 0. The first step in establishing the convergence result
is to analyze the behavior of the sequence ve on a small time interval near the initial
value. The goal of this section is to prove that the sequence ve converges pointwise in
a neighborhood of t = 0. In order to do this, we introduce some concepts inspired by
the work of Tikhonov et al. [13]. The pointwise convergence at t = 0 is obvious because
ve(0) = v° for all £ > 0; in spite of this, if the initial condition satisfies

a+(0) $ 0{v°),

there is a boundary layer behavior at t = 0 of the sequence of solution ve when e tends
to zero. Let us introduce the terminology concerning the points of the graph (3 when (3
satisfies Hypothesis 2:

Terminology. A point (a,w) with a G (3(v) is called a stable point (respectively an
unstable point) if there exists a strictly increasing branch (respectively strictly decreasing
branch)[u*,v*+1], [a*,o*+1] with a G ]a*)a*+l[ (respectively a G ]a*+l,a*\) and v G
[■v*,v*+1]. Points (a*,v*) are called critical points; points (a^-i,v2i-i) are the critical
maximum points; points (a^,^) are the critical minimum points.

In the following, the data a is taken with bounded variation (a G BV(0, T)). For
basic properties of functions with bounded variations we refer to [4] or [11], For basic
properties of multi-valued maps we refer to [3].

6.1. Cluster point of the boundary layer.
Definition 1. A point «GRis called a cluster point of the boundary layer at t = 0

for problem (15) if and only if there exist a strictly positive sequence (en)n>o and a
positive sequence (tn)n>o such that

lim en = 0, lim tn = 0, lim ve (£„) = v.
n—> +oo n—> +oo n—> +oc n

This means that the pair (0, v) is a cluster point of the graph sequence (t,v£(t)).

Proposition 3. With a G BV(0,T) and (3 satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2, the set of
all cluster points of the boundary layer at t = 0 for problem (15) is a closed bounded
interval. We denote this interval by Ia(i>°).

Proof. From Proposition 2 we know that the sequence vs is bounded in L°°(0, T),
uniformly in e. Thus the set of all cluster points is necessarily bounded. It is closed
because it is the intersection of the closed set t = 0 with the closed set of all cluster
points of the graph sequence (t,ve(t)). The value v° is always a cluster point. If there
exists another cluster point v > v° then, from the definition of a cluster point, there exist
a strictly positive sequence (£n)n>o and a positive sequence (tn)n>o with

lim en = 0, lim tn = 0, lim ve (tn) = v.
n —> +oo n —> +oc n —> +00 71

If we set

Cn — ^£n(^n) V-i

then lim = 0; and for any v G ]v°, u[, there exists N > 0 such that |Cra| < v — v for
n —► +00

n > N. From the continuity of the functions v£n, there exists tEn G [0,fn], for n > N,
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such that

VSn(teJ = V.

Thus lim v£ (t£ ) = v, and v is a cluster point for the same sequences as v. The
n —> +00 n

same proof holds when there exists a cluster point v < v°, and this implies that the set
of all the cluster points is an interval. □

We present now two lemmas which will be very useful in the following.

Lemma 1. Let (3 satisfy Hypotheses 1 and 2, and a G BV(0,T). If there exist vq G R
and to G [0, T[ such that

a+(t0) > P{v0),

then there exist 6 > 0 and C > 0 such that

a+{t) > P(v), v t G [t0,t0 + C]y v e [u0 -6,vo + £].

Proof. Let us denote by

77 = mm(a+(t0) - /3(v0))

the gap between Q+(io) and (3(v0). Since the right limit Q+(ito) exists, there exists ( > 0
such that

|a+(0-a+(*o)|< Vf G [t0,t0 + (}.

Assume that

V S > 0,3 vs G [u0 - S,v0 + 5] ; min(a+(t0) - /3{vs)) < T~

Then we have
77

lim vs = v0, and {a+(i0) - P(vs)} H ] - 00, -] 0.
0 —> 0 4

Thus, the upper semi-continuity of (3 implies

{a+(t0)-p(v0)}n ]-oo,2] f 0,

a contradiction. So there exists S > 0 such that
3??

a+(i0) > (3{v) + —, Vt; G [i>o - 6,v0 + 5]. □

The second lemma gives information on the sign of (3{v) — a+(0) on the interval Ia(v°):

Lemma 2. If (3 satisfies Hypotheses 1 and 2, and a G BV(0,T), then

min[(/?(i>) - a+(0))(i> - v0)] <0, V v G Ia(^°)-

Proof. Assume that there exists Vb G Ia(w°) such that (0(vb) - a+(0))(i>(, - w°) > 0.
Suppose for simplicity that Vb > v° (the case Vb < v° is similar). Then we have

(3(vb) - q+(0) > 0.

Prom Lemma 1, there exist 6 > 0 and 0 < ( < Vb — v° such that

0{v) -a+(t)> 0, VtG[0,(l,VvG [vb - 6, vb + 6\.
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Thus, for any e > 0 we have

^-ve(t) < 0, a.e. on ]0, C] and whenever ve{t) 6 [«(, — 8, vb + <5].
at

We can conclude that v£(t) < vb —8 for all t € [0, £], because v£(0) < vb — 8. So the point
Vb cannot be a cluster point, a contradiction. □

6.2. Limit points of the boundary layer.
Definition 2. A point v € R is called a limit point of the boundary layer at t = 0

for the problem (15) if and only if there exists te > 0 for all e > 0 such that

lim t£ = 0, lim v£(t£) = v.
e —> 0 e —> 0

Proposition 4. With a e BV{0, T) and (3 satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2, the set of all
limit points of the boundary layer at t = 0 for problem (15) is a closed sub-interval of
Ia(t>°). We denote this interval by I/(v°).

The proof of this proposition is similar to that of Proposition 3.

Proposition 5. With a € BV(0,T) and (3 satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2, the initial
value v° is always an extremity of the interval Iz(«°). If (a+(0),^°) is not an unstable
point of (3, then v° is also an extremity of the interval Ia(v0)-

Proof. Let us set Ia(f°) = [va,vb\ and assume v° e }va,Vb[. From Lemma 2 we have

c*+(0) < max.f3(v), V v E [ua,u°[,

a+(0) > min/3(u), V v G ]u°,Vb[.

It means that (a+(0),v°) is an unstable point of (3. Let [v*, u*+i], [a*, a*+i] be the
corresponding decreasing branch of (3 and set

K>*>{,] = K.<+1] n IK^°)-
Then v° G ]v'a, v'h{, and we have

a+(0) < 0{v'a), a+(0) > 0(v'b).

Prom Lemma 1, there exist 6 > 0 and C > 0 such that

a+{t) < 0{v), for v e [v'a - 6,v'a + 5], and t € [0,C],
a+(t)>/3(v), for v € [v'b - 8, v'b + ^], and t € [0, C]•

Because v'a and v'b are limit points, there exists £o > 0 such that for all e £ ]0, £o] we
have

3t°,tbe £}0,to], \v£{tae)-v'a\<^, \ve{tb£) - v'b\ < ~.

For a given e € ]0,£o], assume t£ > tb£. We have a(t) — (3{v) > 0 for t € ]0, C] arL(l f°r

v e [v'b — 8,v'b + 5]; thus also —vE > 0 a.e. on [0, £] and whenever v£ e [v'b - 8, v'b + 6].
£

So |v£(t£) — v'a\ < - is not possible. In the same way, if f" < t£, then it is not possible
£

to have |v£(t£) — v'b\ < -, a contradiction. □
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6.3. Attractive point of the boundary layer.
Definition 3. A point vo G R is called an attractive point at to G [0, T[ for problem

(15) if the following two conditions hold:
• a+(t0) G f3{v0),
• there exist a strictly increasing branch [0:1,0:2] of (3 and £ > 0 such that

v0e[vi,v2}) o+(t) G [01,02], v t G [to, to + £[•

If (q+(0),Uo) is a stable point of (3 then vo is an attractive point. The limitation of
the second condition operates when (o+(0),t;o) is a critical point.

Definition 4. A point vq G R is called a backward attractive point at to G ]0,T] for
the problem (15) if the following two conditions hold:

• a~(t0) G (3{v0),
• there exist a strictly increasing branch [01,02] of (3 and ( > 0 such that

uoG[ui,w2], a~{t) G [oi,o2], V t G ]t0 - C^o]-

It is possible to characterize the behavior of the sequence of solutions v£ when the
interval Ia(u°) contains an attractive point as follows:

Lemma 3. With o G BV(0, T) and (3 satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2, if the interval Ia(^°)
contains an attractive point vq, then for all strictly positive sequences (£n)n>o and all
positive sequences (£n)ra>0 such that

lim en = 0, lim tn = 0, lim ve(tn) = v0,
n —> +oc n —> +00 n —> +00

for all 6 > 0, there exists C2 > 0 such that for all £i G ]0, C2[ there exists > 0 with

ve„(t) G [v0 - S,v0 + <5], V t G [Ci,C2],V n > N,

(v£n (t) - v0)Sgn(v0 -v°) <6, V t G [0, £2], V n > N.

Proof. Let us assume vq > v° (if vo = the result is an obvious application of
Proposition 1 and if Vo < v° the proof is similar). Because Vo is an attractive point,
there exists a strictly increasing branch [v*,v*+l], [o*,o*+1] of (3 and ( > 0 such that

G [vi,U2], Q+(£) G [o!,o2], V£G[0,C].

If vo = v* and a+(0) = ai, then (cc+(0),vo) is a critical minimum attractive point.
Because [v*_j, v*], [o*_j,o*] is a strictly decreasing branch of (3, there exists v G ]w°,uo[
such that (3{y) > o+(0), a contradiction from Lemma 2. Thus (o+(0),i>o) is not a critical
minimum point and there exists 60 > 0 such that

o+(0) > P{v), V ?; G K - <5,u0[.

Given any 6 > 0, let us set

vi = vo - min(i5o,<5), oi G (3(vi),

— vo + min(n2 - v0,<5), a2 = maxj3(v2).

Because of the existence of the right limit o+(0), there exists C2 > 0 such that

a+(t) E [di,o2], V * G [0, C2]-
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Moreover, if we consider (en)n>o strictly positive and (in)n>o positive verifying

lim en = 0, lim tn - 0, lim ve(tn)=v,
n —> +00 n —> -foe n —> +00

then for all £i G ]0, C2], there exists N > 0 such that

tn< C2, Vn > N, ve(tn)>v 1.

Let tn e ]0, i„] be the smallest time i such that ue(f) = vo — 6. We can apply Proposition
1 on intervals [v\,v2] and [0:1,0:2] in order to conclude

ve(t) e [vi,v2], Vi e [Ci,C2],

Vs[t)<v2, Vie [0,(2]- □

Lemma 4. With o £ BV(0,T) and (3 satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2, if the interval L(t>°)
contains an attractive point vq, then for all 6 > 0 there exists £2 > 0 such that for all
Ci € ]0,C2[ there exists £0 > 0 with

v£(t) S [uo — 6, Vq + (5], V t € [Ci , C2], V £ € ]0,£o],

{v£{t) - t>o)Sgn(uo -v°) <6, V t€ [0,(2],V £ € ]0,£0].

The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of the previous lemma.

Proposition 6. With a € BV(0,T) and (3 satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2, if we set
Io(v°) = [iai,ia2] and I;(i>°) = [in,in], then we have the following properties:

(a) the interval ]iai,ia2[ does not contain any attractive points,
(b) o+(0) > m&x(/3(iai),P{in)) and o+(0) < mm(p(ia2), fi(ii2)),
(c) if (a+(0),ioi) or (a+(0),in) is a critical minimum point, then it is attractive; if

(o+(0), ia2) or (ct+(0),ii2) is a critical maximum point, then it is attractive,
(d) each extremity of IQ(i>°) or I/(u°) is either v° or an attractive point.

Proof, (a) Assume there exists an attractive point Vq £ [v°,ia2[- Applying Lemma 3

with 6 = — — V{) we obtain that ia2 is not a cluster point, a contradiction. In the same

way, the interval ] does not contain any attractive points.
(b) Assume o+(0) > j3(ia2) (the other cases are analogous). From Lemma 1, there

exist 6 > 0 and ( > 0 such that

oi+{t) > (3{v), V» e [ia2 ~S,ia2 +(5], Vie[0,C]-

Let us set

7?= , mi,n Ja+W ~
v£[la2—°,1-a2+°\

te [0,C]

Because ia2 is a cluster point, there exist a strictly positive sequence (£«)„>0 and a
positive sequence {tn)n>0 such that

lim £„ = 0, lim tn = 0, lim ve (tn) = ia2.
n —r +00 n —> -foo n —> +00
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For all 9 £ ]0, C] there exists N > 0 such that for all n > N we have

(^n) G [i02 G [0, ^ G ]0, ^ ] •

But

£^»£n(() £ a(t) - 0(v£n(t) > r], a.e. on [0, C] and whenever vEn(t) £ [ia2 - S,ia2 + £]•

Thus, for a given n > N we have

In particular,

v£ri{0) > min(ia2 -5 + —{0 - tn),ia2 + 6).
£n

Ven(0) > ia2 + S.

From the continuity of v£n, there exists tn £ [0,9] such that v£n(tn) = ia2 + 6. Thus
ia2 + 6 is a cluster point, a contradiction.

(c) Assume (a+(0),iQ2) is a critical maximum but non-attractive point (the other
cases are analogous). There exists <5 > 0 such that [ia2 — 8,ia2] is a strictly increasing
branch of /? and [ia2, ia2 + 5] is a strictly decreasing branch of 0. Existence of the right
limit a+(0) implies that there exists £ > 0 such that

a+{t)> (3{ia2-6), Vt G [0,C]-

The point (a+(0),ia2) is not an attractive point since

V0 € ]0,C],3 0 < tg < tg < 6, a+{t)>(3{v), VvS [ia2 — 6, iai + 5], Vte[tg,tg\.
The point ia2 is a cluster point. Thus there exist a strictly positive sequence (£n)ra>o
and a positive sequence (tn)n>0 such that

lim £„ = 0, lim tn = 0, lim v£(tn)=ia 2.
71 —> +00 71  > +00 n  > +00

For a given 8 £ ]0, C] let us set

T] — min(a+(£) - /3(v)), for v G [ia2 - 6, ia.2 + £], and t £ [tg, te\.

There exists N > 0 such that for all n > N we have

v£ (tn) £ [ia2 — 6, ia2 + 5], tn £ [0,tg\, £n £ ]0, ———-].lo
In particular,

V£n(t)>ia2-S, \/t£[tn,tg].

Then
d tj ~
j.vEn(t) > —, a.e. on [te,tg], and whenever v£n < ia2 + S.
CLt £n

We obtain
Tj

v£n{tg) > min(ia2 +6,ia2 - 6—{tg - tg)).
£n

So

Ven(tg) > ia2 + 8.
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Prom the continuity of vEn, there exists a tn G [0,tg] such that ven(tn) = ia2 + 6. Thus
ia2 + 6 is a cluster point, a contradiction, (d) Assume for instance that ia2 is neither
equal to v° nor an attractive point. A consequence of property b) of Lemma 2 is that
Q+(0) 6 (3(ia2)- The point (ia2)Q!+(0)) cannot be an unstable point and if it is a critical
point, property c) implies that it is necessarily an attractive critical maximum point. If
it is not a critical point, it is a stable point which is automatically attractive. □

The previous proposition allows us to describe the intervals IQ(w°) and whenever
(a+(0),u°) is not an unstable point of (3, as follows:

• if (a+(0),i>°) is an attractive point, then Io(u0) = I;^0) = {'y0};
• if either cn+(0) > (3(v°) or (a+(0),v°) is a critical maximum non-attractive point,

then

I>°) = I;(w°) — [w°,min{u > v° : v attractive point}];

• if either a+(0) < /3(v°) or (a+(0),w°) is a critical minimum non-attractive point,
then

Ia(v°) = = [max{» < v° : v attractive point},i>0].

In particular, when (a+(0),u°) is not an unstable point of /?, I;(v°) = Ia(^°) and this
interval contains a unique attractive point.

Let us briefly consider the case where (a+(0),v°) is an unstable point of /?. This
corresponds to an initial value which is on the border between two regions of attraction.
The behavior of the solution depends on the behavior of a(t) in a neighborhood of t = 0.
If there exists a small interval ]0, C] on which

• a is constant, then the unique solution on this interval is ve = v° for all e > 0;
• a is strictly increasing, then Ia(t>°) = I;(t;0) = [w°, min{u > v°: v attractive point}],
• a is decreasing, then Ia(v°) = Iit^0) = [max{« < v° : v attractive point},?;0].

On the other hand, if a does not verify any of these three conditions, for instance this is
the case with

a{t) = a(0) + t3 sin(-),

then it is possible to have IQ(u°) = [max{u < v° : v attractive point}, min{t> > v° :
v attractive point}] and I;(i>0) = {^°}- So IaC^0) contains two attractive points and
I;(f°) none. In this case, the sequence ve does not converge. To avoid this, we impose
in the following the condition that (a+(0), v°) is not an unstable point, even though this
condition is somewhat too strong.

6.4. Region of attraction of an attractive point.
Definition 5. Let vo be an attractive point of the boundary layer at t = 0 for problem

(15). We call the region of attraction of vq the interval of all the initial values v° such
that vo € M1'0)- We denote this interval by Ib(i>o)-

It is easy to obtain the expression for the region of attraction from the expression for
L(v°). The interior of It>(vo) is ]va, v;,[ with

vo if (a+(0),i>o) is a critical minimum,
max{{« < vo : (a+(0),u) unstable or critical maximum attractive} U {—00}}

otherwise,
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Vo if (q+(0),^o) is a critical maximum,
Vb = min{{i> > vo : (a+(0),v) unstable or critical minimum attractive} U {+00}}

otherwise.

Clearly, with v° 6 Ib(vo)> we have 1/ (^°) C Ib(^o)- More precisely, I/(v°) is an interval
with v° and vq as extremities. Figures 4 and 5 present an example of the determination
of intervals I&(i>o) and I;(v°), and their sensitivity to the behavior of a in a neighborhood
of t = 0.

a+(0)

Fig. 4. Example of the determination of vq, I;^0) and If,(^o) with
a strictly increasing a

a+(0)

Fig. 5. Example of the determination of vo, Ii(v°) and with
a decreasing a

6.5. Behavior of the sequence of solutions in a neighborhood of t = 0. In this subsec-
tion, we show that, whenever (a+(0), i;0) is not an unstable point of (3, the sequence ve
converges pointwise in a neighborhood of t = 0. Actually, in this case I/(t>°) contains
a unique attractive point vq, and by the definition of an attractive point, there exist a
strictly increasing branch [^i, u2], [ai,a2] of f3 and £ > 0 such that

v0e[vi,v2], a+(t)e[ai,a2], V t e [0,C]-
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That is why we first consider the case with 0 strictly increasing. We can formulate the
following results.

Proposition 7. With e > 0, a e BV(0, T) and /3 strictly increasing which satisfies
Hypothesis 1, we have the following properties:

(1) If V\ and v2 are solutions of problem (15) with respective initial values v® and v®,
then the difference |i>i(<) — t>2(£)l is decreasing on the interval [0, T\.

(2) Let a* be a sequence of functions in BV(0, T) that uniformly converges to a
function a £ BV(0,T). Then the sequence vei of the solutions of problem (15) for the
respective data on uniformly converges to ve, the solution of problem (15) for the data
a. Moreover, this convergence is uniform in e.

Proof. Property 1: Both v\ and v2 are solutions of problem (15). Thus

e4«i(<) - e ~ /^i)' a-e- on [°>T\-
at at

Also,

e(^«i(t) - ^v2(t))(vi - v2) € {P(v2) - 0(vi)){vi - v2), a.e. on [0,T],

and because 8 is increasing,

£~^(Vl ~ vz)2 — 0, a.e. on [0,T].

Property 2: The map (3 has an increasing uni-valued continuous reciprocal function that
we denote by /3_1. Let us set

M = sup ||v£i||l~(o,t)- a = SUP IKIIl^o.t)-
£>0,i>0 i>0

We have A < +oo from the uniform convergence of the a,, and M < +oo because M
can be expressed directly as a function of A (see proof of Proposition 2). The function
/3_1 is continuous on [—M, +M]. Thus it is uniformly continuous and we can write

V 7 > 0, 3 J?-, > 0 ; Vai,a2 € [--A,+-<4], |ai - a2| < 777 => |/?_1(ai) - /3_1(a2)| < 7.

Using the increasing property of /3_1 we can rewrite this as follows:

V 7 > 0, 3 ry7 > 0 ; V0i,02 € [~A,+A], a2 - a\ < 7?7 => /3_1(a2) - /3_1(a 1) < 7.

Setting u>i = (3~l(a\) and w2 = /3~l(a2), we obtain

V 7 > 0, 3 ?77 > 0 ; \/w\,w2 £ [■-M,+M], min(/?(iu2) - (3(wi)) < r?7 =» w2 - w\ < 7,

and also,

V 7 > 0, 3 rj-y > 0 ; \/wi,w2 e [-M, +M], w2 - wx > 7 => (3(w2) - (3(w 1) > r]7. (17)

For any T] > 0 let us set

6(11) = inf{7 > 0 : assertion (17) is satisfied with ?y7 = r/}.

It is clear that the value of 6(r)) tends to zero when 77 tends to zero. We prove the
following property to end the demonstration:

I\Vei - Ue||z,°°(0,T) < ^(llat _ QIU~(0,T))-
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Assume that there exists t\ G [0, T] such that

Veiih) > Veitx) + £(||ai - a||L=»(o,T))-

Thanks to the continuity of vei and ve, there exists to G ]0, ti [ such that

vEi{to) — ve(t0) + (5(||a:i - o:||l°°(o.t))>

and

vei(t) > v£(t)+S{\\ai - o;||l~(0iT)), for t G }t0,ti].

Hence we also have

- e^v£ G ai{t) - a(t) - (3{vei) + (3{vE), a.e. on ]£0, ti\.

Thus,
d d .

e—vei - £ — ve < 0 a.e. on \t0,ti\,

a contradiction. Similarly it is possible to establish that

vei(t) > v£(t) - (5(||o:j - a||Loo(0jT)), V t G [0,T],

and the proof is completed. □
It is now possible to formulate the following convergence result:

Proposition 8. With a € BV(0,T) and (3 strictly increasing verifying Hypothesis 1,
the sequence ve of the solutions of problem (15) converges pointwise to a function fo
when e tends to zero. Moreover, vq is left continuous, has a right limit everywhere on
]0,T] and satisfies:

Vq (t) is an attractive point for all t G [0, T[,

vo (t) is a backward attractive point for all t G ]0, T].

First, we establish the following intermediary result:

Lemma 5. The assertion of Proposition 8 is valid with a a step function.

Proof of the lemm.a. It is sufficient to prove the result with only one point of discon-
tinuity. The proof can be obviously extended to a finite number of intervals. Let us
take

*(t) = a0 if t G [(Mo),
oi if t G (t0,T\.

The point (a+(0),w°) cannot be an unstable point. Thus, I/(i>°) contains a unique
attractive point vq. Using Lemma 4, for all 6 > 0, there exists £2 > 0 such that for all
Ci G ]0, C2] there exists eo > 0 with

V£(t) G [vo — 6, Vo + 6], V t G [Cl, C2]) V £ € ]0, £o]"

From property 1 of Proposition 7 the difference |ve(t) — Vol is decreasing on [0, to]• Thus,

ve{t) G [v0 - S,v0 + 6], V t G [Ci,*o],
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and so, the sequence v£ uniformly converges to the value Vo on [Ci,a], for all (j G ]0,to[.
On the interval [to, T] we consider the following Cauchy problem:

e—%'e(t) e a(t) - P(ve{t)), a.e. on [t0,T],

V£(U)) = vQ.

Similarly, the sequence ve converges uniformly on every interval [to + £1, T] to a constant
value So- Moreover, at t = to, the sequence vE converges to the value Vq. Property 1 of
Proposition 7 implies

Ive{t) - i>£(t)| < |i>o - w£(t0)| V t e [t0,T],

which means that the sequence vE uniformly converges to the constant value vq on the
whole interval [to + Ci, T\- The additional properties of t>o are obviously verified. □

Proof of Proposition 8. Since the function a has bounded variation, it can be uni-
formly approximated by a sequence of step functions a;. Let vEi be the solutions of
problem (15) for the respective data a.i and ve the solution of problem (15) for the data
a. Using Lemma 5, there exist functions voi such that, for each i, the sequence v£i con-
verges pointwise to vqi when e tends to zero, with a~(t) £ /3(uoi{t)) on ]0,T]. Property
2 of Proposition 7 implies that v£i uniformly converges on [0,T] to vE when i tends to
+oo and uniformly in e. Thus, for t e ]0, T] we have

( K1Sr(t)-ve2N(t)\<6/3,
V 6 > 0, 3 iV > 0, 3 e(N) > 0 ; eu e2 < e(N) => < \vE2f,{t) - vE2{t)\ < 6/3,

I lu£livW - ^(01 < <V3;
hence,

\/ 8 > 0, 3iV>0, 3 e(N) > 0 ; £i, £2 < z(N) => |v£l(t) - vE2{t) \ < 8.

So, the sequence ve(t) is a Cauchy sequence when e tends to zero. Thus it converges
pointwise to a function vq(t). Moreover, Vo is the uniform limit of the functions voi
because, using the different convergences, we can write

V 8 > 0, 3 N > 0;Vi > N, Vt e [0, T], 3 e(i,t) > 0, £ < e(i,t)

IvEi{t) - v0i(t)\ < 8/3,
|v£{t) - v0(t)| < <5/3,

\vEi{t) - vE{t)| < 8/3.

Thus,

V <5 > 0, 3 N > 0; V i > N, V t e [0,T], |u0(t) - u0,:(t)| < <5.

In order to establish the left continuity of vq, we can write

v0(t) = lim voi(t) = lim /3_1(a~(t)) =/3_1( lim af(t)).
l—>OC i—*oo l—>OC

Using the uniform convergence of the a, to a we have

lim a~(t) = oT{t).
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This proves that v®(t) is a backward attractive point. In the same manner, for the right
limit we have

v£(t) = lim v+(t) = lim f3~l{a+{t)) = (3"1(a+(t)).
t—>oc i—>oo

This proves that tip (t) is an attractive point. □
We can now describe the behavior of the sequence ve in a neighborhood of t. = 0:

Proposition 9. With a e BV(0,T), (3 satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2 and the point
(a+(0), v°) not being an unstable point of /3, there exist a strictly increasing branch
[«i, v2], [a\, 0:2] of (3 and Q > 0 such that the sequence ve of the solutions of problem (15)
converges pointwise to a function vq on [0, C]- Moreover, vq is left continuous, has a right
limit everywhere on ]0,£] and satisfies:

Uq (t) is an attractive point for all t G [0, £[,

vo(t) is a backward attractive point for all t £ ]0, £].

Proof. Because the point (a+(0), v°) is not an unstable point, I;(t>°) contains a unique
attractive point v00■ Using the definition of an attractive point there exist a strictly
increasing branch [fi, t>2], [0:1,02] of /3 and C > 0 such that

«ooe[«i,u2], a+(t) € [ai,a2], V < e [0,C[.

On the interval [0, £] we consider the following Cauchy problem:

£^ve(t) G a(t) - (3{ve(t)), a.e. on [0,C]«

ve(t0) = ^00-

We can apply Proposition 8 to this problem because we have, from Proposition 1, v£(t) G
[^1,^2] for all t £ [0, C] and for all £ > 0. Thus, the sequence ve converges pointwise to
a function vo on [0, (] when £ tends to zero. Moreover, vo has the expected properties.
We still have to prove that the sequence vs converges pointwise to vo too.

Assume t;oo > v° (for voo = v° we can apply directly Proposition 8 and for voo < v°
the proof is similar). The strictly increasing branch [ui, u2], [qi, 02] is included in a
strictly increasing branch [i>*, u*+1], [a*, a*+1j of (3 with (a*,v*) a critical minimum point.
Necessarily v0o > v* because otherwise Ii(v°) = with a»i 6 ]u°,u*[ such that
(3{v) > a+(0), which is impossible if we consider Lemma 2. From Lemma 4, for all 6 > 0,
there exists C2 > 0 such that for all Ci € ]0, £2] there exists eo > 0 with

V£(t) e [t>0o - Moo + 6], V t 6 [Ci,<2],V e e ]0,eo].

For 6 < voo~ v*, Property 1 of Proposition 7 implies that \ve(t) — ue(t)| is decreasing on
[CiiC]- Thus v£ — ve(t) converges uniformly to zero on all intervals [Ci,C] with > 0. □

7. General convergence result.

Theorem 1. Assume that a 6 BV(0,T), (3 satisfies Hypotheses 1 and 2 and the point
(a+(0),w°) is not an unstable point of (3. Then, the sequence v£ of the solutions of
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problem (15) converges pointwise to a function vq when e tends to zero. Moreover, vo is
left continuous, has a right limit everywhere on ]0,T] and satisfies:

Vq (t) is an attractive point for all t G [0, T[,

vo(t) is a backward attractive point for all t G ]0,T],

Proof. Prom Proposition 9 we know that Theorem 1 holds in a neighborhood of t = 0.
We saw in the proof of this proposition that there exists a strictly increasing branch
[u*,u*+1], [a*,a*+1] of (3 with a+(0) G [a*,a*+1] such that, if we set

t0 = sup{t : a+(r) G [a*,a*i+1] V r G [0,t[},

then, the sequence ve converges pointwise on [0, to] to a function vo that has the expected
properties. If now we consider the following Cauchy problem:

e4.Ve{t) G a(t) - /3(ve{t)), a.e. on [ta,T\,
at ^lg)

v£(tQ) = v0(t0),

then we can apply Proposition 9 to this problem. So there exists a strictly increasing
branch [v*, Uj+1], [a*,a*+1] of /3 which is different from the previous one, with a+(to) G
[a*, a*+1] such that if we set

tx = sup{£: a+(r) G [a*,a*+1] V r G [t0,i[},

then the sequence ve converges pointwise on [to, <i] to a function vq that has the expected
properties.

We denote by I;(^o(£o)) and Ib({$"(£o)), respectively, the interval of all limit points
and the region of attraction of the boundary layer for problem (18).

Because vo(to) E K", v*+i] and Vq (to) e [v*,v*+l] we have necessarily vo(to) ^ Uq"(^o)-
Thus vo(to) is neither an attractive point nor an unstable point. So Vo(to) belongs to the
interior of I(,(vQ"(io)), because an extremity of Ib({;(|(to)) is either an unstable point or
an attractive critical point. Thus for 6 > 0 sufficiently small we have

M*o) - bvo(to) + 6} C Ib(vJ(t0)).

Because ve(to) converges to Vo(to) when e tends to zero, there exists £o > 0 such that
vs(t0) e [v0(<o) - S,v0(t0) + S] for all e € ]0,e0].

Let vEa be the solution of problem (18) with initial value v£a(to) = vo{to) — 6 and let
veb be the solution of problem (18) with initial value v£b(to) = vo{to)+S. On the interval
[t0)*i] we have ve(t) G [vea(t), veb(t)]. Prom Proposition 9, the two sequences vea and
v£b converge to vo when e tends to zero; thus ve converges to vo too.

The previous reasoning can be obviously extended to a finite number of branch
changes. To conclude the claim, it is sufficient to prove that there is necessarily only a
finite number of branch changes on the interval [0,T].

Assume that the point (a+(0),vo) belongs to a strictly increasing branch [a*0,Q*0+1],
K0,t?i*+1] of /3. The first transition between two increasing branches holds at a time
t = t\ only if either a+(ii) > a*0+i or a+(ti) < a*Q and toward another strictly increasing
branch [a* , a*1+i], [u* , w*1+1] of p. In the same way, the second transition holds at a
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time t = t2 only if either a+(t2) > £**1+1 or a+(t2) < a* and toward a strictly increasing
branch [a*2, a*2+1}, [v*2, v*2+1] of p. We can conclude

|a+(0) -a+(ti)| + |a+(<i) -a+(f2)| > min \a* - a*+1|.
i<.l<.21\ — 1

More generally, if ij, for 1 < i < M, are the transition times between two strictly
increasing branches of (3, then

M—i ^
\a+(U) - a+(i,+i)| > — 1<min_i |a* - a*+1|.

i=l

If we denote by Vr0Ta+ the total variation of a+, which is finite because a € BV(0,T),
we have

M — l

£ \a+(ti)~a+(tl+1)\<V(fa+,
2=1

and thus

«<   . y ,
mm a, - ai+1

1<»<2AT-1 +

and the number of transition times is necessarily finite.

8. Connection with the perfect delay criterion. The expressions (10) and (11)
of the perfect delay criterion only make sense for sufficiently smooth solutions. Assuming
that (3 satisfies Hypotheses 1 and 2, we will compare the limit solution of the perturbed
problem (15) and the solution selected by the perfect delay criterion in some cases that
show global behavior.

a) Strictly increasing branch of (3 and a continuous. Assume that a is continuous and
that the solution remains on a strictly increasing branch [a\, a2], [i>i, f2] of (3. Proposition
8 implies that the limit solution v0(t) of the perturbed problem satisfies vo(t) € [ui,u2].
Moreover, the map (3 has a continuous inverse function on the strictly increasing branch.
It implies that vo is continuous. Thus in this case the solution Vq respects the perfect
delay criterion.

b) Strictly increasing branch of (3 and a discontinuous. If now a has a point of
discontinuity a~(t 1) ^ a+(^i), the limit solution that still satisfies vq(t) € [^1,^2] is
discontinuous at t = t\. The expression (10) of the perfect delay criterion gives no
information on which jump to choose. Each value Uq"(£i) G /3_1 (a+ (fi)) is acceptable.
This expression does not always allow us to select a unique solution. Expression (11) of
the criterion tells us that the smallest jump has to be chosen. This additional information
is not always sufficient because two jumps can have the same length. Moreover, the choice
of the smallest jump is not always compatible with the limit solution v0.

c) Critical maximum point of (3 and a continuous and increasing. Now we assume that
a is continuous and strictly increasing, that the solution remains on a strictly increasing
branch of /?, and that for a given time t = t\ the function a(ti) reaches a critical maximum
point (ui,a(£i)) of (3. There does not exist a continuous solution of the inclusion (6). As
in the previous case, the expression (10) of the perfect delay criterion does not indicate
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which jump is to be chosen. Expression (11) indicates that the smallest jump has to
be chosen. As in the previous case, this choice is not always compatible with the limit
solution vq .

As a conclusion, for smooth enough solutions, when the expression (10) selects a
unique solution of (6), this is the same as the limit solution of Theorem 1. Even though
expression (11) gives a little more information on the jumps, this information is not
always compatible with the limit solution vq and when it is not the case, the choice of
the smallest jump is not clearly justified.
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